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NOUN INCORPORATION IN COPALA TRIQUE1 
Barbara E. Hollenbach
(field notes, edited January 2019)

In Copala Trique (trc), compound verbs often include an incorporated noun.  In this squib I 
describe five such types of compounds.  

1.  Emotion verbs

One very common set of compound verbs can be called emotion verbs, because they add rá, an 
obligatorily-possessed noun that originally meant heart, interior part, to a verb that usually 
expresses some physical process, and the resulting compound expresses an emotion or a 
psychological state.  

Caꞌmaan rá Guaá a
Juan became angry. (caꞌmaan = became hot)

Nanó rá ro5j chii a.
The two men are sad.  (nanó = tell)

Caꞌneꞌ rá xnii yoꞌ a.
That boy changed his mind.  (caꞌneꞌ = cut)

Rá is always the final constituent of the verb phrase, immediately preceding the subject.  If the 
verb has a modifier, it comes between the verb and rá, in which case the emotion verb 
compound is discontinuous.  In the following examples, the intervening modifier is underlined.

Caꞌmaan ndoꞌo rá vi 5j chii a.
The two men became very angry.

Nanó uún rá xnu5ꞌ nij xnii ado5nj.
The fifteen boys were sad again for sure.

All of the compounds with rá collected to date are in the posted dictionary (Erickson de 
Hollenbach 2019), and the construction is also described in the popular grammar (Erickson de 
Hollenbach 2008:93-94).  

There is considerable evidence within trc that these emotion verbs are old.  For one thing, the 
meaning of the combination is often not predictable from the meaning of the parts.  One 
example is the combination of to cut and heart meaning to change one’s mind.  Also, occasionally 
the verb that combines with rá is obsolete outside of the compound.  For example, the verb 
rihuun occurs in the language only in rihuun rá to matter, to be important to. 

Other languages in the Mixtecan language family also form compounds that express emotions by
combining a verb with the obligatorily-possessed noun meaning heart or interior part.  In 
Chicahuaxtla Trique (trs) these compounds are formed using ruwa, the trs cognate of rá 
(Longacre 1957:42).  In Mixtec, they are formed using the noun ini, heart, interior part.

I posit that rá was originally part of the subject, but that the constituent boundaries were 
redrawn to make rá the final element of the verb phrase, and that it acquired the adverbial 
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meaning inside.  In other words, the way to express John became angry was originally John’s heart
became hot, but this has now become John got hot inside.  In the following examples, the vertical 
line marks the old and new boundaries between the verb phrase and the subject.

Old boundary:
Caꞌmaan | rá Guaá a
John became angry. 

New redrawn boundary:
Caꞌmaan rá | Guaá a
John became angry. 

The existence of at least one transitive compound verb based on an intransitive emotion verb 
shows that rá is not part of the subject.  The prefix ti- in the second example is the transitivizer.

Nanuu rá neꞌej a.
The baby wakes up.  (nanuu = gets dressed)

Tinanuu rá snóꞌo man neꞌej a.
The man wakes the baby up.  (lit. The man causes the baby to get dressed inside.) 

Note that in the transitive sentence, rá remains in the verb phrase.  If rá were part of the subject,
we would expect it to become part of the object in the transitive sentence, but it does not.

*Tinanuu snóꞌo rá neꞌej a.
The man wakes the baby up.  (lit. The man causes the heart of the baby to get dressed.)

There is also evidence from WH questions that rá groups with the verb, and is not part of the 
subject.  

Me síí caꞌmaan rá ga5.
Who is angry?  (lit. Who is hot inside?)

Me síí caꞌneꞌ rá ga5.
Who changed his mind?  (lit. Who cut inside?)

If rá were part of the subject, it would become part of the interrogative noun phrase, and would 
occur at the end of the phrase with a lowered tone.  We would expect instead to get:

*Me síí ra5 caꞌmaan ga5.
Who is angry?  (lit. Whose heart is hot?)

*Me síí ra5 caꞌneꞌ ga5.
Who changed his mind?  (lit. Whose heart cut?)

Compare the following question with an interrogative noun phrase, in which the possessed noun 
raꞌa hand occurs at the end of the phrase with a lowered tone.

Me síí raꞌa5 aꞌngaj ga5.
Whose hand hurts?

There are a number of factors that set Trique up for this redrawing of constituent boundaries.  
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One is word order; the basic word order in the trc clause is VSO, and the word order in the 
possessed noun phrase is item-possessor.  This positions rá, the possessed item in the subject 
noun phrase, immediately following the verb constituent.  It is also the case that possessors are 
not marked in any way as such; they have the same form that a noun would have as subject, 
object, or complement of a preposition.  This means that the noun that follows rá can as easily 
be parsed as the subject of the sentence as it can be parsed as the possessor of rá.

Another factor that reinforces the above is the lexical replacement of rá by the Spanish loanword
nimán (from ánima) for heart.  At the present time, rá is used as a noun only in a few frozen 
expressions.  Its uses are mainly as a preposition and as an adverb.  

This redrawing of constituent boundaries is also reinforced by certain features about language in
general.  One of these is a preference for animate subjects, especially personal ones.  People are 
interested in other people, and so John is preferred over John’s heart as the subject of a sentence. 
I asked a native speaker of trc to identify the subject of various sentences, and he always said it 
was the person, not a phrase beginning with rá.  The subject of the following sentences is 
underlined. 

Nanuu rá neꞌej a.
The baby wakes up. 

Tinanuu rá snóꞌo man neꞌej a.
The man wakes the baby up.

Another feature of language that could well be a factor in this change is transitional probability; 
it is more likely that a verb like caꞌmaan became hot will be followed by rá than it is that rá will
be followed by any particular noun or pronoun.  Language has a preference for making lexical 
and syntactic units coterminous, and once caꞌmaan rá became established as a lexical unit 
because of this transitional probability, there was pressure to make it part of a single syntactic 
constituent, namely, the verb, rather than leave it spread across the verb and subject.

Occasionally rá occurs with a verb that already expresses an emotion or cognitive process, like 
aꞌvej to be willing, presumably by analogy.  

Original form:
Caꞌvej soꞌ caꞌanj soꞌ a.
He was willing to go.

Newer form, with rá added:
Caꞌvej rá soꞌ caꞌanj soꞌ a.
He was willing to go.

Something I have noted over the past two decades is a tendency to use the Spanish loanword 
nimán heart to create new emotion verbs.  Sometimes nimán is added at the end of the rá 
idiom, where it intensifies the emotion.  

Me rá nimán núj se vaa caꞌa5nj so5ꞌ a.
We really want you to go.  (me = is)

Nanó rá nimán soꞌ a.
He was very sad.
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Sometimes nimán is used instead of rá, especially for emotion verbs with a moral component 
used in Bible translation.  One speaker says that they are more sincere or profound with nimán.

Nuchranꞌ rá soꞌ a.
He humbles himself.  (nuchranꞌ = bend)

Nuchranꞌ nimán soꞌ a.
He repents.

A pattern similar to that found in emotion verbs is seen in various trc idioms that consist of a 
verb plus a body-part noun, which is then followed by the possessor of the body part.  

Naꞌaan rque Guaá a.
John is hungry.  (lit. John’s belly burns.)

Tiguíj cheꞌé soꞌ yahij a.
He kicks the rock.  (lit. His feet poke the rock.)

Avii rihaan snóꞌo a.
The man has good eyesight.  (lit. The man’s eyes go out.)

The following idiom contains a verb of unknown meaning, uꞌyaꞌ, which has been collected only 
in this idiom

Uꞌyaꞌ rque Guaá a.
John has diarrhea.  (lit. John’s belly ?.) 

It is not clear to me whether the body-part nouns in the above idioms are incorporated into the 
verb phrase or not.  There are also many other combinations of a verb and a body-part noun that
are not idioms.

Tuꞌnaa tacóó Guaá a.
John’s foot itches.

Xeꞌ raꞌa Guaá a.
John’s hand is tired.

Before leaving the topic of emotion verbs, it should be noted that rá combines with adjectives as 
well as with verbs; one example is:

Niha5ꞌ rá Betó a.
Beto is happy.  (niha(ꞌ = colorful)

Much of what has been said above about emotion verbs also applies to emotion adjectives, but I 
do not treat emotion adjectives in this squib.  

2.  Incorporated-object verbs

Another kind of compound verb containing an incorporated noun consists of a transitive verb 
plus a noun that serves as its logical object; the resulting compound functions as an intransitive 
verb.  The most common such compound is ꞌyaj suun to work, which is formed from the verb to 
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do plus the noun meaning work, responsibility.

ꞌYaj suun snóꞌo a.
The man works.

This compound cannot be considered a simple reordering of the basic VSO order into VOS, 
because the incorporated noun does not function as a clause-level constituent.  This noun 
immediately follows the verb stem and cannot be expanded or modified in any way.  The entire 
compound verb may be modified, but any verbal postmodifier comes after the incorporated 
noun.  In the following example, the verbal modifier is underlined.

ꞌYaj suun uxrá snóꞌo a.
The man works a lot.

A sentence containing this incorporated-object compound verb is different from a transitive 
sentence in which the noun suun occurs as the direct object.  One difference is that, when it is 
the object, the noun is more likely to be understood as responsibility, such as a town office, than 
as work.

ꞌYaj snóꞌo suun a.
The man carries out a town office.

A second difference is that the noun can be expanded when it serves as the object; in the 
following example, the noun modifier is underlined.

ꞌYaj snóꞌo suun noco5o a.
The man carries out an important town office.

Incorporated-object verb compounds are relativly infrequent.  Other examples are:

Utaꞌ ruꞌná chii a.
The man ties knots.  (lit. The man knot-ties.)

Aꞌngáj neê soꞌ chata5an a.
He peels the pineapple.  (lit. He knife-rubs the pineapple.)

Unlike the emotion verbs described above, in which the historical source is easy ro reconstruct, I
have no explanation to offer for the origin of incorporated-object compounds.  The pattern seems
to be old, however, because the combination of a verb meaning to do plus a noun meaning work 
is used to mean to work in a wide variety of Mesoamerican languages. 

It should be noted that there are many compound verbs in trc that consist of a verb plus a 
modifying word, and that these modifying words belong to various parts of speech.  Perhaps 
incorporated-object compounds are simply one variety of a more general pattern in which any 
word can follow a verb and modify it.

3.  Reciprocal verbs

A third kind of compound verb containing an incorporated noun consists of a transitive verb plus
the obligatorily-possessed kinship term tuviꞌ relative, companion.  These compounds are called 
reciprocal verbs because tuviꞌ has the special meaning each other when it occurs in one of them. 
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The resulting compound serves as an intransitive verb, and the subject is always dual or plural.  

Nariꞌ tuviꞌ ro5j snóꞌo a.
The two men meet each other.

Racuíj tuviꞌ nij tanuu a.
The soldiers helped each other.

Anó tuviꞌ ro5j soꞌ a.
The two of them argue with each other.

Note that the subject of the above sentences is also the logical object.

There are a moderate number of these compounds, but some verbs that might be expected to 
combine with tuviꞌ do not do so.  

*Aꞌmii tuviꞌ ro5j soꞌ a.
The two of them speak with each other.

*Unuꞌ tuviꞌ ro5j xnii a.
The two boys fight with each other.

Adverbial modifiers sometimes occur between the verb and tuviꞌ.  In the following example, the 
modifier is underlined.  

Anó ndoꞌo tuviꞌ ro5j soꞌ a.
The two of them argue a lot.

It is also possible to use tuviꞌ in its basic meaning relative, companion as the object of a transitive 
sentence.  Compare the two sentences below; the first one contains a reciprocal compound verb, 
and the second one is an ordinary transitive sentence.  

Nariꞌ tuviꞌ ro5j soꞌ a.
The two of them meet each other.

Nariꞌ ro5j soꞌ tuviꞌ ro5j soꞌ a.
The two of them meet their companion (a third person).

It is possible that sentences like the second one had both the reciprocal meaning and the 
compositional one at an earlier stage of the language, but to distinguish the reciprocal meaning 
it was later shortened to a sentence like the first one.  Such a change might have taken place in 
two stages.  In the first stage, the first instance of the repeated noun or pronoun was deleted, 
leaving tuviꞌ ro̱�j so̱ꞌ as both subject and logical object.  In the second stage, the boundary 
between verb and subject was redrawn, putting tuviꞌ into the verb constituent, and leaving ro̱�j 
so̱ꞌ as the subject. 

There are at least three kinds of constructions related to reciprocal compound verbs that I would 
like to mention briefly.  

In the following examples, a body-part noun occurs between the verb and tuviꞌ.

Nataꞌ xráá tuviꞌ yanj a.
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The books are stacked one on top of the other.  
(lit. The books are stacked on the back of their companions.
or The books are companion-back stacked.)

Oro5ꞌ raꞌa tuviꞌ ro5o a.
The two of them are holding hands. 

(lit. The two of them hold the hand of their companion. 
or The two of them companion-hand hold.)

Anó xꞌnúú tuviꞌ ro5j chuvee a.
The two dogs walk side by side.  

(lit. The two dogs are stuck to the side of their companion  
or The two dogs are companion-side stuck.) 

There are also combinations with tuviꞌ that do not change the valence  of the verb, and in these, 
tuviꞌ can be viewed as an adverbial meaning together.  In the following transitive sentence, tuviꞌ 
refers to the object.

Caꞌngáj tuviꞌ soꞌ ro5j chruun a.
He rubs the two sticks together.  (lit. He rubs together the two sticks.)

Certain other phrases with reciprocal meaning have a kinship term instead of tuviꞌ.  The 
examples I have collected contain either the verb uun to become or the verb taj to say.

Gu5un mané níꞌ a.
We will become comadres.  (lit. We comadres become.)

Taj mané níꞌ a.
We call each other comadre.  (lit. We comadre say.)

4.  Body-part instrument verbs

The semantic instrument of a trc sentence is often expressed as the direct object, and the object 
affected by the action is expressed as a location.

Tiguíj xnii chruun yuvej a.
The boy poked the rock with a stick.  (lit. The boy poked a stick at the rock.)

Caráán chana5 roto5 xráá neꞌej a.
The woman covered the baby with a blanket.  

(lit. The woman covered a blanket over the baby.)

This method of expressing an instrument is, however, ungrammatical when the instrument is 
part of the subject’s own body.  It is incorrect to say:

*Tiguíj xnii cheꞌé xnii yuvej a.
The boy kicked the rock.  (lit. The boy poked the boy’s feet at the rock.)

*Caráán snóꞌo raꞌa snóꞌo yanj a.
The man covered the paper with his hand. 

 (lit. The man covered the man’s hand on the paper.)
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Note that it is not the repeated noun that makes these sentences incorrect; they are equally 
incorrect if the second instance of the noun is replaced by a pronoun: *Tiguíj xnii cheꞌé so̱ꞌ 
yuvej a, *Caráán snóꞌo̱ raꞌa so̱ꞌ yanj a.  It is using a body-part noun as a direct object 
expressing an instrument that is incorrect.  Instead, the first instance of the repeated noun is 
suppressed, and the body-part noun occurs immediately following the verb.  

Tiguíj cheꞌé xnii yuvej a.
The boy kicked the rock.

Caráán raꞌa snóꞌo yanj a.
The man covered the paper with his hand.

These reduced sentences can be viewed in two ways.  The combinations cheꞌé xnii and raꞌa 
snóꞌo̱ can be viewed as possessive noun phrases serving as the subject of the verb, or the body-
part noun can be viewed as a part of the verb phrase, and its possessor as the subject of the 
sentence.  When I asked a native speaker of trc about these sentences, he said that the subjects 
were xnii and snóꞌo̱, not the phrases cheꞌé xnii and raꞌa snóꞌo̱, which indicates that the body-
part noun is considered a part of the verb phrase.    

The form of questions confirms that the body-part noun raꞌa hand is part of the verb phrase, not 
part of the subject.

Me síí caráán raꞌa yanj ga5.
Who covered the paper with his hand?  (lit. Who hand-covered the paper?)

If the body-part noun raꞌa were part of the subject, it would occur at the end of the interrogative
noun phrase with a lowered tone, and the question would be:

*Me síí raꞌa5 caráán yanj ga5.
Whose hand covered the paper?

Unlike the three kinds of noun incorporation described above, which consist of relatively closed 
classes, the formation of body-part instrument compound verbs is productive, and only the most 
common ones are listed in the dictionary.  Modifiers normally occur between the verb and the 
body-part noun; in the following sentences, the modifier is underlined.  

Tiguíj u5u5n tacúún yahuꞌ rque yoꞌóó a.
The armadillo just pokes in the dirt with his nose.  

(lit. The armadillo just nose-pokes in the dirt.)

Canó rmaꞌa5n raꞌa ꞌo5 soꞌ mán so5ꞌ a.
Someone accidentally touched you with his hand.

(lit. Someone accidentally hand-touched you.)

Body-part instrument compounds may develop via a two-stage process.  First, the subject of the 
sentence is deleted when it is coreferential with the possessor of the object.  This leaves the 
original object, including its possessor, expressing both subject and object.  In this respect body-
part instrument compounds are similar to reciprocal compounds, which also collapse subject and
object into a single constituent.  The second stage is a redrawing of constituent boundaries to 
group the body-part noun with the verb and leave the noun or pronoun referring to a person or 
animal as the subject.  In this respect body-part instrument compounds are similar to both 
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emotion compounds and reciprocal compounds.

5.  Transitivized incorporated body-part verbs

In trc there is a set of position verbs that state where an object is located.  Three common 
position verbs are ꞌnij / ꞌni �j to be tucked in, táá / ta�j to be on top, and nuû / nu�u� to be inside.  
The location is often expressed by a phrase consisting of a body-part noun plus its possessor.  
The following sentences have the basic order verb-subject-location.

ꞌNi 5j yanj tuꞌva chuvee a.
The paper is in the dogꞌs mouth.

Táá chruun chihá snóꞌo a.
The pole is on the man’s shoulder.

Nu5u5 nave5 raa5 soꞌ a.
The hat is on his head.

The following sentences have the same words as the first three, but they are in a different order, 
and the sentences have a transitive meaning.  Each sentence has a compound verb consisting of a
position verb plus a body-part noun, a subject, and a direct object.

ꞌNi 5j tuꞌva chuvee yanj a.
The dog is holding the paper in its mouth.  (lit. The dog is mouth-holding the paper.)

Táá chihá snóꞌo chruun a.
The man carries the pole on his shoulder.  (lit. The man is shoulder-carrying the pole.)

Nu5u5 raa5 soꞌ nave5 a.
He is wearing a hat.  (lit. He is head-wearing a hat.)

  
There are various things to note as we compare these two groups of sentences.  One is that the  
simple inanimate nouns that serve as subject in the first group serve instead as the object in the 
second group.  A second thing to note is that the nouns that serve as subjects in the second group
are animate, and they correspond to the possessor in the location phrase in the first group.  A 
third thing to note is that the verbs that occur in the first group are simple roots, while the verbs
that occur in the second group are compounds that consist of a position verb plus a body-part 
noun, specifically, the body-part nouns that occur in the location phrase in the first group.  

In addition, the verbs in the first group are intransitive, while the compounds are transitive.  For 
example, táá means to be on top , while táá chihá means to carry on the shoulder, not to be on the 
shoulder.  The meaning of these compound verbs is not a combination of the meaning of the 
parts; instead, it is exocentric.  The meaning of the simple position verbs has been turned around
in the compounds.  

It seems clear that the simple position verbs are the basic forms, and that the transitivized 
incorporated body-part compound verbs are derived from them, but it is far from obvious how 
either the formal change or the semantic change took place.  It appears on the surface that the 
subject and locative phrases switched places, and then the boundaries were redrawn to put the 
body-part noun in the verb phrase.  
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It is unlikely that the subject and locative phrases actually switched places, but I would like to 
suggest a mechanism that might have accomplished this indirectly.  In trc, any one constituent of
a clause can be fronted to preverbal position to indicate focus.  The basic sentence with verb-
subject-locative order can have the subject fronted, as seen in the following pair of sentences.  
The original position of the subject, which is yanj paper, is marked in the second sentence with a
vertical  line. 

Basic word order:
ꞌNi 5j yanj tuꞌva chuvee a.
The paper is in the dogꞌs mouth.

With fronted subject:
Yanj ꞌnij | tuꞌva chuvee a.
The paper is in the dogꞌs mouth. 

The corresponding sentence containing the transitivized incorporated body-part compound can 
also have an element fronted to indicate focus.  In the second sentence of the following pair, it is
the object that is fronted.

Basic word order in a sentence with a compound verb:
ꞌNi 5j tuꞌva chuvee yanj a.
The dog is holding the paper in its mouth.  (lit. The dog is mouth-holding the paper.)

With fronted object:
Yanj ꞌnij tuꞌva chuvee | a.
The dog holds the paper in its mouth. 

Note that the second sentence of the second pair is identical to the second sentence of the first 
pair, except for the location of the covert gap, symbolized by the vertical line.  The existence of 
such ambiguous sentences might have facilitated a reanalysis of the basic sentence to ꞌNij tuꞌva 
chuvee yanj a.  

Fronting also occurs in WH questions; the following two questions are identical in word order 
but ask different things, as shown by the position of the vertical lines.

Questioning the subject of a sentence with a basic position verb:
Me se ꞌnij | tuꞌva chuvee ga5.
What is in the dog’s mouth?

Questioning the object of a transitivized compound:
Me se ꞌnij tuꞌva chuvee | ga5.
What does the dog hold in its mouth?

Again, this ambiguity may have facilitated a reanalysis.  

This reanalysis might have taken place in the following way.  When the inanimate subject of the 
basic verb was fronted, the verb and the body part were left next to each other, which opened 
the way for a redrawing of the boundaries to place the body-part noun inside the verb phrase, 
perhaps by analogy with other kinds of incorporation.  When the body-part noun became part of 
a compound verb, that left its animate possessor immediately following the compound verb, 
where it would very naturally be parsed as a subject.  Because animate subjects tend to be 
active, this facilitated a shift to a transitive meaning for the compound verb.  All that was left for
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the original inanimate subject noun was to be relegated to a lower syntactic position, namely, 
the object.  Then via a back-formation from the focus order back to the presumed basic order, 
this noun would be placed after the subject. 

It is not entirely clear to me how freely these compounds are formed; I have included the most 
common ones in the posted dictionary.  Two other common compounds based on ꞌnij / ꞌni �j to be
tucked in are ꞌnij raꞌa to hold in the hand, and ꞌnij rque tzi �j to carry under the arm; they are 
illustrated in the following sentences. 

ꞌNi 5j raꞌa Yaꞌanj man ta5ranꞌ níꞌ a.
God holds us all in his hand.

ꞌNi 5j rque tzi 5j xnii yanj a.
The boy carries the book under his arm.

6.  A final reflection

Of these five types of incorporation, four involve incorporating an obligatorily-possessed noun.  
Emotion compounds, instrument compounds, and transitivized compounds all involve body-part 
nouns, while reciprocal compounds involve a kinship term.  Only the infrequent incorporated-
object compounds involve a noun that is not obligatorily possessed.  It is noteworthy that this is 
the only type that allows a modifier to come after the noun.  There is a very tight nexus between
an obligatorily-possessed noun and its possessor; speakers feel most comfortable if the possessor 
comes immediately to the right of the possessed noun, even if they are considered to be part of 
two different clause constituents.  Therefore, if a body-part noun is moved into the verb phrase, 
it brings its possessor along with it; the possessor cannot be left dangling.  The following 
sentences are ungrammatical; the dangling possessor in underlined.  

*ꞌNi 5j tuꞌva yanj chuvee a.
The paper is mouth-inside the dog.  

*Táá chihá chruun snóꞌo a.
The pole is shoulder-on the man.

Exceptions to this generalization are rare.  One has been mentioned above under emotion verbs; 
in the transitive compound verb tinanuû rá to wake someone up, rá is not adjacent to its 
possessor.  This probably indicates that emotion verbs with rá are frozen to a greater degree 
than other types of incorporation.  

*****
NOTE:  

1.  this squib is a major reworking of Hollenbach 1979.  

*****
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